
 

‘Worrior1’ aka Ville Tuominen is 
a Finnish gent. Ville is the 
designer and graphician of this 
demo. W1 uses Marq’s PETSCII 
editor. Worrior1 joined Hokuto 
Force on January 24th 2018.  

 ‘Alien’ is a movie directed by 
Ridley Scott. It was released on   
May 25th 1979 in United States.  

The movie is well known for 
nightmarish designs of Swiss 
artist H.R.Giger. The movie won 
an Oscar for Best Visual Effects.   

This demo contains a key scene 
from the movie ‘Alien’. This 
scene is like text-based horror on 
a computer screen. Computer 
chamber scene is a great tribute 
to Stanley Kubrick’s movie  
2001: A Space Odyssey.  

‘Pushead’ aka Arne Harstad is a 
Norwegian gent. Arne has coded 
this demo with Turbo Rascal SE 
development tool created by 
Leuat. Pushead joined Hokuto 
Force on January 17th 2018.  

 

 

‘Ellen Ripley’ played by 
Sigourney Weaver is ranked as 
one of the best characters in film 
history. Weaver, “The Sci-Fi 
Queen” has played the role also 
in Aliens (1986), Alien 3 (1992) 
and Alien Resurrection (1997). 

 

‘Mibri’ aka Michael Philip 
Bridgewater is an English gent. 
Michael made the demo’s SFXs 
and speech samples. He uses 
GoatTracker created by Cadaver 
and Ahornberg. Mibri joined 
Hokutos on February 23rd 2018.  

 Pushead’s email to Worrior1 on 
July 30th 2018:  
“I really enjoyed working on the 
Calculator intro with you! So I 
wonder if you have any ideas for 
a new project or something we 
could try to make?” 

Entertainment Weekly has called 
heroine Ellen Ripley “one of the 
first female movie characters 
who isn’t defined by the men 
around her, or by her 
relationship to them”. 

Worrior1, Pushead, and Mibri’s 
co-operation started from 
‘Calculator Intro’, released on 
May 22nd 2018 on CSDB.dk. 

’Special Order #937’ is their  
sixth demo project together. 

‘Hokuto Force’ is an Italian 
Commodore 64 demo / cracking / 
game development / swapping 
group established by  
The Overkiller in 1988. Hokuto 
Force is well known for taking 
new sceners under its wings.  

 Worrior1’s email back to 
Pushead on July 30th 2018:  

“My strong opinion is that Ridley 
Scott’s movie Alien from 1979 has 
a lot of great material that cries 
to be replicated to C64 crack intro 
or demo.”  
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